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With Backblaze, we’ve 
been able to reduce our 
storage costs by 80% and 
our overall infrastructure 
costs by 65%.
—Damian Gadziak, Founder & CTO, 
DevChain

“Top Benefits

● Easy to use: Get started in minutes and 
save time ongoing; fully integrated with 
leading container backup tools.

● Readily Accessible: 99.9% uptime SLA for 
restores as needed without cold delays.

● Safe & Secure: Rest easy on storage 
designed to offer 11 nines of durability and 
enterprise-grade data protections.

● Cost Effective: Always hot at ⅕ the cost 
of AWS S3, including free egress up to 3x 
your monthly storage amount. 

Kubernetes Backup
Safeguard your Kubernetes workloads 
and persistent volumes for speedy 
restores with minimized downtime.

Solution Overview
For fast-paced Kubernetes environments where applications are continuously deployed and 
decommissioned, Backblaze B2 offers you a backup storage safety net that’s always ready to help you 
restore your Kubernetes-managed data. It supports easy off-site cloud backups of everything from 
control plane and etcd data to configuration and persistent volume data. The S3 compatible service 
works seamlessly with leading Kubernetes backup solutions as your reliable Plan B when disaster, 
misconfiguration, or human error happens.
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Trusted By

How It Works
Backblaze B2 for Kubernetes backup works with the top container backup applications including 
Kasten, HYCU, Cloudcasa, Commvault, Rubrik, and Cohesity. Many customers choose to get 
started on their own in minutes; Sales and Solution Engineering teams are also happy to help.

● Create a B2 Cloud Storage Account: 10GB free so you can run a risk-free proof of concept.

● Connect Backup Software: In your existing application, designate Backblaze B2 as your 
storage target–it’s easy with Backblaze integration guides. 

● Start Backing Up: Refine your settings to suit your needs, and you’re ready to go. You can make 
changes at any time.

About Backblaze
Backblaze (Nasdaq: BLZE) is a leading specialized 
cloud provider that makes it astonishingly easy for 
businesses and consumers to store, use, and protect 
their data. The company serves over 500,000 
customers in more than 175 countries. It is 
headquartered in San Mateo, CA, and has data 
centers in the U.S. and Europe.

Learn More
For additional information, questions, 
or to set up a free proof of concept:

Email: sales@backblaze.com

Web: backblaze.com

Docs: backblaze.com/docs

Pricing

20TB+ bundles starting

$1,560/Year
or

$6/TB/Month

Choose Backblaze B2 Reserve for capacity bundles 
including data migration, implementation support, 
and premium customer support. Or pay-as-you-go 
hot storage at $6/TB/month.

Either way you buy, enjoy free egress up to 3x your 
storage average; additional egress is $0.01/GB. No 
complicated tiers; no minimum storage duration.

https://help.backblaze.com/hc/en-us/sections/1260802014989-B2-Integration-Guides?_ga=2.100023390.1118684251.1652711726-1055549441.1643910720&_gac=1.161881294.1651075495.Cj0KCQjw06OTBhC_ARIsAAU1yOU6IshmbcMXnwzeRAihZV3dAQwaMjNmE5F-0Tcp_80tezCvtshoMhgaArt8EALw_wcB
mailto:sales@backblaze.com
http://backblaze.com
https://www.backblaze.com/docs/cloud-storage

